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Figure 1 (above): First, Charlie’s N is maximally entangled with Alice’s M. As M 
is tossed into the black hole, Bob’s decoder is taking in emitted radiation from the 
black hole’s event horizon. 
Figure 2 (right): Then, maximally entangled with N, M also becomes thermalized 
(see section on Thermalization Time for scrambling time) over the event horizon 
of the black hole becoming maximally entangled with the contents of the black 
hole.  
Figure 3(above): After the message has been scrambled, it emerges as R 
among E. Bob is then able to take the message and decode from there. 
Figure 4(below): Plotting the events in the experiment [1]
Figure 5: The Page Curve constructed to show the when the initial entropy of the 
black hole matches the entropy calculation from Hawking to signify the Page time, 
which marks the half-way point of the entropic life-span of the black hole. [5] [6]
